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From columnist @ejmontini: The president denies science and attacks medical experts, not because he believes it, but because he believes it will help get him elected.

In his war on science, Donald Trump is a draft dodger.

President Trump denies science and attacks medical experts, not because he believes it, but because he believes it will help get him elected.

@scentral.com

4:00 PM - Oct 21, 2020 · SocialNewsDesk

19 Retweets 4 Quote Tweets 75 Likes
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Tweet

CBS4 Analysts: Fracking, Coronavirus Were Key Topics In Thursday's Substantive Presidential Debate
denver.cbslocal.com/2020/10/23/joe...
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**Thread**

@rebing

Donald Trump Jr. is doing a rally right now.

OANN is showing it.

Not Fox.

3:12 PM - Oct 20, 2020 - Twitter Web App
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This is so racist.

Chelsea Handler: 'I had to remind him that he was a Black person, so he can’t vote for Donald Trump...'

Chelsea Handler explains slamming of Trump-backer 50 Cent: 'I had to remind hi... Chelsea Handler offered an explanation as to why she publicly scolded her ex-boyfriend 50 Cent for supporting President Trump during Friday night’s...@television.com

9:52 AM - Oct 30, 2020 - Twitter for iPhone

95 Retweets 32 Quote Tweets 2,45 Likes
Donald Trump Jr., the eldest son of President Donald Trump, will be visiting Cedar Rapids on Oct. 27 to host a 'Make America Great Again!' rally.
Donald Trump sees the world from Park Avenue.

I see it from where I came from: Scranton, Pennsylvania.

It’s why I’ll fight every day as president to make this country work for the middle class — not the wealthy and well-connected.
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President Donald Trump posted his full, unedited interview with “60 Minutes” on Facebook before the show’s scheduled Sunday broadcast.

Trump posts unedited 60 Minutes’ interview before it airs
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump posted his full, unedited interview with “60 Minutes” on Facebook before the show’s scheduled Sunday broadcast. ...

1:45 PM - Oct 22, 2020 · TweetDeck

19 Likes
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Andrew Bates
@AndrewBatesNC

Remember that Donald Trump has tried to defund the police.

PolitiFact - Biden says Trump wants to cut local law enforcement.
PolitiFact is a fact-checking website that rates the accuracy of claims by elected officials and others on its Truth-O-Meter.
politifact.com

10:17 PM · Oct 22, 2020 · Twitter Web App

27 Retweets 44 Likes
Joe Biden can't get more than 12 people to show up at his rallies while Donald Trump gets tens of thousands, every single day.

You really expect us to believe Biden is ahead in the polls?

11:40 AM · Oct 19, 2020 · Twitter for Android

119 Retweets 5 Quote Tweets 343 Likes

Linda Faison @LindaFaison2 · Oct 19
Replying to @EvanAKilgore and @PJStrikeForce
Exactly!
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The Morning Call
@mcall

Few of those arrested appear to be affiliated with any organized extremist groups, and many are young suburban adults with no criminal history, from the very neighborhoods Donald Trump is vowing to protect.

Protest arrests show regular Americans, not urban antifa.

The Department of Justice is using aggressive tactics against those it has charged in the civil unrest over systemic racism. An Associated Press review of more than...
@mcall.com
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Nick Adams @NickAdamsinUSA

If you have no values and don’t care about American interests being sold to China, vote for Joe Biden.

If you believe in religious freedom, and putting America first no matter what, vote for Donald Trump.

7:19 AM · Oct 20, 2020 · Twitter Web App

121 Retweets 2 Quote Tweets 241 Likes
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Barack Obama: 'Reclaim Our Values' by Voting Against Donald Trump
breitbart.com/politics/2020/...
@BreitbartNews #AAG #AAG2020

Barack Obama: 'Reclaim Our Values' by Voting Against Donald Trump
Former President Barack Obama on Wednesday berated President Donald
Trump at a campaign stop for his former vice president, Joe Biden.

8:18 PM · Oct 21, 2020 · Twitter Web App
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Charlie Kirk @charliekirk11

Text message from Tony Bobulinski—the CEO of a Biden family joint venture with a Chinese energy firm:

“Great to meet u and spend some time together, please thank Joe for his time, was great to talk thx Tony b.”

This isn’t a Hunter Biden problem. It’s a Joe Biden problem.

3:14 PM · Oct 22, 2020 · Twitter Web App
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CBS4 Analysts: Fracking, Coronavirus Were Key Topics In Thursday’s Substantive Presidential Debate
denver.cbslocal.com/2020/10/23/joe...
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**Tweet**

Eric Matheny @EricMMatheny

Joe Biden winning the election is quite possibly the only way he’s going to keep his son, and perhaps himself, out of prison. I firmly believe that Second Term Trump is gonna run the table on the Deep State and their 50-year crime spree.

11:32 AM · Oct 23, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

1.5K Retweets 237 Quote Tweets 5.5K Likes
Hunter Biden's business partner confirms what we've known all along ... Joe Biden is bought and paid for by China.

#BidenCrimeFamily
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In the heart of red Kansas: the Topeka Capital-Journal endorses Biden. We have a Senate seat to pick up in KS too - support @BarbaraBollier

**Tweet**

Lee in Iowa #TeamPelosi Retweeted

Amy Siskind @Amy_Siskind

In the heart of red Kansas: the Topeka Capital-Journal endorses Biden. We have a Senate seat to pick up in KS too - support @BarbaraBollier

The Topeka Capital-Journal
Joe Biden should be the next president of the United States.He should be the next president of the United States because he ...
cjonline.com

5:43 PM · Oct 25, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

353 Retweets 29 Quote Tweets 1.3K Likes
Joe Biden and his first wife, Neilia, had three children: Hunter, Beau and Naomi. In 1972, Neilia and Naomi, died in a car accident. Joe eventually married a woman named Jill. He already knew her because she had been Hunter’s babysitter at the time of the car accident.
Interesting. Just what I heard days ago. Chinese media sources saying videos from Hunter Biden’s laptop show he conducted extreme sexual abuse of underage Chinese girl. Assume Chinese communist Party (CCP) has these videos. Perfect blackmail opportunity against Joe Biden.
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You're posting lies because you know you can't beat Joe Biden.

It's over.

DEAR REPUBLICANS,
WE'RE VOTING FOR JOE BIDEN AND KAMALA HARRIS—PERIOD.
WE DON'T GIVE A DAMN WHAT GARBAGE YOU TOSS OUT, WHAT LAST-GASP SCANDALS YOU MANUFACTURE, WHAT NONSENSICAL CONTROVERSIES YOU CREATE. YOU'VE SPENT FOUR YEARS DESECRATING THIS NATION AND YOU'RE GOING TO PAY.
SINCERELY,
DECENT AMERICANS

8:17 AM - Oct 16, 2020 - Twitter for iPhone
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Joe Biden put more pressure on President Trump during the final debate to release his tax returns. Do you think it should be required?
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Incredible crowd at @EricTrump’s rally just outside of Joe Biden’s hometown of Scranton.

These Pennsylvanians know that Biden’s radical energy policy will bankrupt the Keystone State — they’re ready for #4MoreYears of President @realDonaldTrump!

5:38 PM - Oct 24, 2020 from Pennsylvania, USA - Twitter for iPhone
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Kambree 🧡
@KambreeTV

Joe Biden sold out America and he and his family got rich. Looks like Kamala is in on the deal now. How many politicians in DC are there on BOTH sides of the isle that haven't been caught?

Find them and expose them. I don't care if it's a Republican or Democrat.

They gotta go.
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PammyCanFinallySleepAtNight @PSchmaling

Replying to @Mike_Pence

Mr. Pence you know that is a lie. Joe Biden, as president, will not increase taxes on anyone earning less than $400,000. Make a note of it.

3:29 PM · Oct 20, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

18 Retweets 3 Quote Tweets 330 Likes